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Reason for Review:

Pursuant to the Child Protective Services Law, the Department, through OCYF, must
conduct a review and provide a written report of all cases of suspected child abuse
that result in a fatality or near fatality. This written report must be completed as
soon as possible but no later than six months after the date the report was
registered with ChildLine for investigation.
The Child Protective Services Law also requires that county children and youth
agencies convene a review when a report of child abuse involving a fatality or near
fatality is substantiated or when a status determination has not been made
regarding the report within 30 days of the report to ChildLine.
Carbon County has not convened a review team in accordance with the Child
Protective Services Law related to this report. The county review team was not
required as the investigation was unfounded in 30 days.
Family Constellation:

First and Last Name:

Relationship:
Victim Child
Father
Mother
Sibling
Foster Parent I
Alleged Perpetrator

Date of Birth:
03/11/2011
1971
1986
2009
1993

of OCYF Child CNearl Fatality Review Activities:

The Northeast Regional Office (NERO) within the Office of Children, Youth and
Families communicated with the Carbon County Children and Youth Services
(CCCYS) via phone upon receipt of the report to review the initial referral and
a Ilegations.
The NERO reviewed the CCCY's Child Protective Services (CPS) investigation file.
The NERO reviewed previous and current information in the family placement file
from Luzerne County Children and Youth Services (LCCYS), including the foster care
record.
Symmarv of drcymstapces prjor to Ipddept;

The victim child is in the custody of LCCYS. The case was open and accepted for
services regarding the biological family on 09/29/2015. At that time the natural
parents were staying in their home which was condemned with their two young
children. There were criminal charges due to this which include Trespassing and
Child Endangerment. Parents were then staying with friends who then kicked them
out. As a result, the natural parent's left their children in the care of strangers. The
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family had an extensive history with the LCCYS for recurring drug and alcohol
and housing issues.

t hen returned to the mother
o n 09/28/2016. The children rema ined in the care of t heir mother from 09/28/2016
until 03/01/2017.

omes regu ar y on
wee en
This placement was
until the date of incident w hen the child was adm itted to t he hospita l on
05/25/2019. The VC rema ined at the hospital until 06/18/2019. Then the VC went
to a rehabilitation facility to address her medica l needs until 08/16/2019 at wh ich
time she was returned to the AP's foster home.
Circumstances of Child Near Fatality and Related Case Activity:
On 05/25/2019, a report was made to Ch ildLin
from t he referral
source (RS),
who stated that the victim child (VC) was
"playing on a swing and was flung off t he end". VC was unresponsive. The RS is not
sure w ho was supervising the child at the t ime of t he incident. The RS did not know
who ca lled 911, but EMS broug ht the VC to t he hospital. The VC remained
unresponsive and was intubated by EMS. The VC was broug ht to the hospita l for
evaluatio n . The VC was still intubated at the t ime t he report was made and had
multiple injuries: skull fractures (open), rib fractures, t horacic spine fractures and
was not fu lly moving her lower extremities. MRI imaging of the VC's spine was
going to be done. At t hat t ime, it was determined t hat t he VC would likely need
surg ical intervention. The RS was unable to say at t hat time if there was suspected
abuse, but the chi ld did have extensive injuries. The RS was not sure how long t he
VC wou ld be at t he hospital, but that the VC does have severe injuries. The RS
noted that the biolog ical parents were either coming to t he hospita l or were t here
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and the foster mother was there. The VC was in t he custody of LCCYS, t he foster
home was located in Columbia Cou nty, and t he incident occurred in Carbon Cou nty.
In t he report received it noted that per Columbia County Children and Youth
Services, the LCCYS caseworker spoke to the nurse at t he hospital w here t he VC
was and t he injuries the VC sustained were not consistent with falling off of a
swing. The initial report was sent to Columbia Cou nty Children and Youth Services.
was made. The RS
On 05/26/2019, a supp lementa l report,
contacted Ch ildLine w ith the add it ional information. The RS stated that the VC was
sa id to be on a playground with the foster mother and fell off a swing and was
unresponsive. The VC had to be intubated. The VC had an open skul l fracture, brain
bleed, and multiple spine fractures. Child remained intubated and critica lly ill. The
VC wil l be hospitalized for a long t ime. The RS d id speak with children and youth
and updated them about the child. The mother, father, and foster mother were at
t he hospital. The foster mother then changed her sto statin the child was at
another home and fel l off a bench type of swing.
expressed concerns before and stated t his is the 3rd t ime
type of fractures while living w ith t he foster mother. 
The mother
erne Cou nty.
The RS states the injuries for t he child do not
match the stories that were told. The RS isn't sure of the prognosis for the child due
to not knowing t he child 's neurolog ica l recovery. The report was made a Near
Fatality as a result of this additional information. The referra l was re-eva luated to a
Child Protective Services referra l for Causing Bodily Injury to Child Through Recent
Act/Failure to Act.
e ester ome
was co ntracte wit
Near Fata ity investigation was assigned to
CCCYS as t hat was w here t he incident occurred. LCCYS d id see the VC t he day of
the incident. This supplemental was tra nsm itted to CCCYS on 05/28/2019.
On 05/28/2019, CCCYS conducted a hospital visit to see the VC, the mother was
also present. The VC remained in critical condition.

On 05/28/2019, CCCYS received a copy of t he Ch ild Protection Team Consu lt at
The VC presented at the hospita l with near-fatal severe
traumatic brain injury along with multiple fractures of her facial bones and t horacic
vertebrae. The report assessment was child physical abuse. This listed severe near
fatal head trauma with open sku ll fracture, bilatera l sub-dural hematomas and sub
arachnoid hematomas, multiple thoracic spine fractures, fractures of the 9th and
10th r ibs, facia l bone fractures and multiple bruises - bru ises on left shoulder, left
upper arm, left chest, r ight antecubital fossa, right anterior lower leg, medial r ight
lower leg, right leg medical to the knee, top of left foot, left ear, left inner thig h,
right buttock, scalp wound visible right parieta l area (rest of scalp bandaged),
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oblique, shallow laceration left knee, pattern bruise 8cm x 3cm mid upper back, 2
bruises left mid upper back and bruises of the left lower back, abrasions r ight lower
back and 3 cm linear, erythematous petechial bruises lower back. The VC was
sedated and on a ventilator. She also had increased intracranial pressure. The
current very serious findings are not consistent with a fall off a swing. The report
indicates that there is no good explanation for VC's severe injuries.
social worker called CCCYS
On 05/28/2019, the
requesting that photos of the scene be sent as the
physician there does not
believe the story of how the injuries occurred. Late
t day the CCCYS caseworker
and supervisor went to the scene with
to obtain
photographs. CCCYS supervisor emaile t e p otos to t e CAC or t e physician to
review . CCCYS also contacted LCCYS for updated demographic information on the
family of origin and status of the placement case .
On 05/28/2019, CCCYS contacted the foster mother I alleged perpetrator (AP) (this
occurred via telephone, the record does not reflect why this person was not
interviewed in person) . Initially the AP could not tell the caseworker where the
incident occurred . She reported that the swing that the VC was on broke. The swing
was connected to a tree branch and the log broke. The AP stated that the VC
stopped breathing. The AP described the VC as accident prone.

On 05/29/2019, CCCYS contacted LCCYS to obtain information regarding the VC's
family . The VC's sibling was in respite care at the home of the maternal
grandmother. CCCYS requested LCCYS provide updated information on the family .
On 05/29/2019, CCCYS communicated with
caseworker of the interview
t e VC was on a singu ar swing t at was c aine an
oo ed to a
was on a bench swing with two other children that was hooked to
the sam I . he chains broke loose of the log and everyone had fallen to the
ground .
d id not state to 
if the chains hit the VC in the head . The
CCYS supervisor review of the case after the phone call reflects that the witness did
say that the hooks and chains fell and hit the VC in the head, explaining the pattern
bruises. This was not consistent with the caseworker and .
conversation .
On 05/31/2019, supervisor had communication with the hospital for a medical
update via telephone call. Update that was provided was that the VC continued to
have brain pressure, remained on a ventilator, had a ventric (device that drains
cerebrospina l fluid from the head and measures pressure), and remained
unresponsive. The AP was determined to not be a risk by CCCYS and was permitted
to visit.
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On 06/03/2019, the CCCYS caseworker contacted
to obtain an update on their
investigation.
who is out of town and will
cooperate when he returns. Updated contact occurred with
on 06/05/2019, at
that time the caseworker was informed that the incident was ruled accidental injury
and there were no criminal charges.
stated that they initially told the mother
that they would be investigating to determine if there was neglect.
reported that
the log was up there for 4 years and may have rotted out, causing it to loosen and
inevitably fall. In this conversation,
stated that
stated the chain
had struck the VC.
On 06/05/2019, CCCYS caseworker interviewed the foster mother / AP via phone.
She discussed that the VC was
initially on the bench swing with AP, VC’s sibling was on the trampoline, and 2 other
children were playing in the sand box. One of the children needed to be changed so
AP told VC she would be right back. She went to change that child and within
minutes she had returned. She saw people standing around the swing area. AP then
heard her name screamed out and she ran in that direction. AP stated that she saw
the VC laying on the ground and her lips were blue.
VC’s sibling saw the entire incident and was
crying. Someone had called 911 at this point. The AP stated that she attempted to
call bioparents and LCCYS but did not get anyone. The AP reported that it took the
ambulance 15-20 minutes to get there. EMS asked for permission to treat, the AP
gave permission and went in the ambulance with the VC. The AP left the other
children with her parents who were also present at the party. The AP and the VC
were taken to the hospital. The AP stated upon arrival at the hospital the nurse had
asked them what had taken so long. The AP stated that she explained it was the
delay with the ambulance, waiting for a small enough tube, and the helicopter. The
VC’s parents arrived at the hospital and the AP discussed how she believed the VC
had fallen from the bench swing. The bioparents thought the VC had been hit by a
car. The AP did not know where that miscommunication occurred. AP stated that
she told the biological mother several times that she really didn’t know what
happened as she didn’t see the incident. The AP reported that the VC has surgery
on her skull, MRI, and had internal bleeding. The AP didn’t get to see the VC until
03:30 AM. The AP reported that the biological mother visited the VC and then left
the hospital, the biological father was never able to see the VC. The AP stated that
she stayed with the VC through the rest of the night until two social workers from
the hospital came to meet with her around 08:00 or 09:00 AM. They interviewed
the AP and stated that her story that she provided did not match the injuries. They
informed her that the police will also be investigating, and she was no longer able
to see the VC. The AP was escorted out of the hospital at that time. CCCYS
caseworker asked the AP specifically what was observed by her when the VC was
injured, and she reported that the AP saw the bench swing and the single swing on
the ground. AP stated that she could not see if there were chains or branches
around as there were so many people standing around.
On 06/10/2019, CCCYS supervisor had telephone communication with the
physician regarding the case. The physician reported that the trauma surgeon
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stated that this is abuse. There is extensive damage that could not be caused by a
swing. The physician stated that this looks more like a motor vehicle accident as
she further described the injuries.
On 06/12/2019, CCCYS caseworker had telephone communication with the hospital
staff for an update on VC’s condition which stated that the bone survey completed
on 06/10/2019 displayed fractures that are consistent with abuse for the rib
fractures, skull fractures, and vertebrae fractures. The VC is unable to communicate
but does respond to alerts and sounds. caseworker did visit the VC at the hospital
on 06/13/2019, but the VC was not awake.
On 06/17/2019, CCCYS supervisor and administrator discussed that the caseworker
was going on leave and will need to conclude the case. Caseworker will follow up
with additional witnesses and that this appears to be an accident (per the
supervisor note contained in the file).
On 06/18/2019, the VC was released from the hospital to the rehabilitation center.
On 06/19/2019, CCCYS supervisor interviewed
Upon arrival, he reported that there was no swing. The VC was not moved,
cars were parked everywhere, and people were all around. The AP provided the
story as to what had occurred. There was a person there with a medical background
who was holding the child’s neck / c-spine. Police were not present at that time. No
one else was hurt.
reported that there was nothing in the way or near the
child, that they were able to get around the entire patient with no issues. The VC
was bleeding from the head but there was not any wood, rock or debris in her head
wound. Flight crew intubated the child.
On 06/19/2019, CCCYS supervisor emailed the
physician additional photos of
the swing and included the information from the interview with the AP of what had
occurred and that the EMT responder stated that he did not see the swings or a log
near the child, nor was there any debris in the VC’s head wound.
On 06/19/2019, CCCYS supervisor collateral contact with
(this occurred via telephone, the record does not
reflect why this person was not interviewed in person). She reported that she did
not see the injury occur. She saw the VC running around and playing earlier. When
she ran over to the VC, she did not see a log or the swing, just that she saw the VC
laying on the ground near the path of the swings. She stated that there was
nothing laying around her. She stated that she was told the VC fell off the swing
and her feet fell to the ground. She stated that she told someone to call 911. She
stated that the VC was not moved at all. The VC was on the ground laying on her
back. The VC was not responding to her name. She described the VC’s pulse as
strong and regular, and VC took a deep breath. She stated that she decided to hold
her neck / c-spine until EMS arrived. She stated that
he continued to check her pulse and for other bleeds while she held her c
spine. She stated that there was no bleeding by her ribs. EMS arrived and got the
VC on the backboard. VC then vomited on her. She stated that the VC’s brother
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was next to her crying. She stated that she didn't notice the swing anywhere, but
she was mostly focused on the VC.
On 06/19/2019, CCCYS supervisor collatera l contact with LCCYS caseworker.
LCCYS caseworker
reported that the sibling was on the trampoline when the incident occurred . He
stated that the VC was on a single swing that was rubbery, it was U shaped. It was
hanging from a branch on the tree next to the bench swing. He to ld the LCCYS
caseworker that he saw the bench swing fall with the one adult and three children
on it. He ran over and saw VC laying on the ground. He stated there was a log near
the top of her head but not touching her. CCCYS supervisor then emailed this
additional information to the physician
On 06/25/2019, CCCYS supervisor spoke w ith the
t e inci ent. He reporte t at e was swinging on t e enc swing wit young
children . They were going very slow, maybe thee - four feet backwards, estimated
eight feet total. They were swinging in opposite rotation of the VC. He reported that
he heard a crack noise, he looked up and they dropped. He stated that they didn't
get hurt but that it was just shocking. The children on the bench with him were
fine . He reported that the VC hit the ground, they were backwards in the swing
motion, and VC fell forward . He stated that her feet did not touch the ground. He
reported that she landed on her spine. The VC did not land flat, she landed with her
feet and knees up with an arched back. He stated it appeared like she directly
landed on her tailbone . He stated that he then heard the chains and cracking . He
leaned over the other chi ldren on the bench when he heard this noise. He reported
that the chains did not fall on him, but across his back. He reported that when he
looked up that the VC was in a different position, leaning forward . He stated that he
went to the VC and caught her from falling . The VC looked at him, staring but her
eyes were barely open. He laid her right down, holding her neck. He reported that
the VC was not breathing, face was purple, and he thought maybe she had the wind
knocked out of her. He stated that the beam broke from the side with the bench,
they swung and fell, and then VC's side broke. Chains were still up on her side
when the tree broke. The other part fell against the tree and stuck in the ground.
The chains that were still holding the beam up then snapped. All the chains from
the bench and the swing were piled behind them. VC was in front of the line where
the beam was. Beam was estimated at 25 feet up and 15 feet long . He stated that
it wouldn't make sense that the tree hit her and rolled because it swung. He said he
had some pain from the chains that came across him in the swinging motion . He
reported it was a big tree and the beam was heavy duty.
On 06/25/2019, CCCYS supervisor emailed the physician at the CAC the update of
the last interview.
On 06/25/2019, CCCYS unfounded the investigation stating that the child received
life threatening injuries from an accidental fall on an outdoor swing and likely being
hit by chains or pieces from the tree breaking . Collateral witness reported the VC
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was acting normal prior to the fall and there was no other plausible reason for the
injuries.
On 06/27/2019, CCCYS supervisor received an email from the
physician who
had follow-up questions regarding the information provided about incident.
Concerns that if a log / branch hit the child in the head that it would be near her,
which all collaterals state it was not. The VC hitting her legs, then tail bone when
the VC landed may explain the compression fractures but not the brain injury or
multiplanar bruising.
On 06/28/2019, CCCYS supervisor received an email from the
physician who
expressed confusion after she and another physician reviewed the radiologic
images. The description of the fall does not match the extent of the VC’s injuries. In
addition, the VC had bruises on both sides of her anterior chest, back, and inner
thighs. No response to the physician was sent from CCCYS.
On 08/16/2019, the VC was released from the rehabilitation center back to the care
of the FM / AP. This placement determination was made by LCCYS.
Additionally, on 10/18/2019 a new CPS report was made,
for VC.
The report listed the same AP as in this report. Investigation for this report will be
conducted by Columbia County Children and Youth Services. The AP reported that
for the last 2 months the VC has had a spot on her incision in her head that has
been opening and closing with yellow puss coming out of it. The VC has an opening
on her left side incision that is smaller than a penny that has been opening and
closing for the past 2 months. On 10/17/2019, the VC was pulling at an incision in
her head and pulled out a screw in her head. The VC showed caseworker the screw.
The VC still attends the rehabilitation center and they were contacted. The AP was
instructed to take the VC to the emergency room (ER). The VC was taken to an
emergency room, but the VC could have gone to the hospital where there is a
Children's Hospital. RS stated that an ER doctor wouldn’t send the VC home with a
missing screw or an open incision. The RS believes this is what led to the VC being
admitted. Per the AP, the ER doctor saw the VC, got an x-ray of VC's skull and sent
the VC home with antibiotics for her incision. The RS got a call from the AP today
about this. The RS told the AP that the VC needs to be evaluated and treated where
VC had the original surgery complete. The AP stated that she can't bring the VC
because they are out of town at an event. The VC has an open incision draining
puss for the past 2 months and should've been taken sooner for medical treatment.
CPS report for causing serious physical neglect of a child, failure to provide medical
treatment.
On 10/21/2019, this report was upgraded to a near-fatality for the VC.
Supplemental report
Report noted that there was medical neglect
on the part of the AP which has led to a potentially life-threatening infection on the
brain. The child was currently undergoing further brain surgery to find the source of
the infection and clean the wounds. She expected to have to go to Intensive Care
following the procedure. The VC suffered a traumatic brain injury in May 2019 from
suspected physical abuse. At that time, the child was sent to inpatient rehab. In
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August, she was released into the care of the AP (who was her guardian at the time
of the initial brain injury). According to records, foster mother reports there has
been drainage and opening of the head wound for the past 2 months, but never
reported this to a physician. After school on 10/17/19, it was reported that one of
the screws in VC's head, fell out. The AP reports leaving a message for the
neurosurgery team and then calling someone from rehabilitation inpatient team.
They told her this was abnormal and to see the neurosurgery team or report to the
emergency room if unable to contact neurosurgery. She took VC to the emergency
department
later that evening, where she was
prescribed Keflex and instructed to schedule follow-up with neurosurgery. Per
chart: On 10/18, PCP for VC left message regarding follow-up for VC with no
response. Neurosurgery physician also returned call and instructed the AP to bring
VC directly to their office to be seen. Per neurosurgery note, "mother refused to
bring the patient in saying 'she was at a wedding this weekend and is unavailable',
have continued to reinforce importance of bringing VC in to be evaluated here but
she continued to refuse". Following notification from Columbia County Children and
Youth Services of the report filing by neurosurgery office, the AP took the VC back
to the hospital, where the doctor instructed her to go immediately to the original
hospital that completed the medical procedures for evaluation as originally
instructed. The AP stated that she did not believe this was an emergent situation.
She also stated that a caseworker from LCCYS who was involved in the foster care
process told her she did not need to follow the instructions of the neurosurgeon.
The RS was unable to reach the mandated reporter to confirm if the VC is
considered to be in serious or critical condition. This infection is a result of
inadequate medical care, the traumatic brain injury occurred previously.
On 10/25/2019, a CPS report was called in regarding the injuries that occurred in
the unfounded investigation for this near-fatality report. New information was
provided from medical staff at the CAC. This report stated that there are concerns
for physical abuse of the VC. The VC presented to ER following a supposed fall from
a swing at a family get together, which caused near fatal injuries. The VC sustained
multiple skull fractures, rib and spinal fractures as well as bruising to all planes of
her body. Per physician conversation with AP, "Foster mother then indicated that 'I
don't know the full story. ‘VC’ fell off the swing. She stood back up and passed out.
I heard a couple of other things happened' (she could not elaborate further)". It
was later expressed that multiple family members were on a swing next to the VC
and witnessed the child fall and sustain these injuries. At the time of the incident,
VC was ventilated and unable to speak. VC was recently re-hospitalized and needed
further brain surgery. While meeting with the VC on the current admission, child
stated that she remembers being alone on the swing. She stated the only person in
her vicinity was her
brother. She stated he was on a trampoline near
the swing. Given that her statement contradicts histories provided by caregivers, it
is very concerning that this child suffered severe physical abuse. VC was again
removed from the care of FM / AP.
Considering all of the reports and the new investigation, an upcoming ACT 33
meeting is scheduled with all parties for a full review of the case.
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County Strengths. Deficiencies and Recommendations for Change as
Identified by the County's Child Near Fatality Report:
The county was not required to convene an ACT 33 meeting as t he report was
unfounded on t he 30th day. Therefore, there was no county report completed.
Department Review of County Internal Report:
N/ A
Department of Human Services Findings:
•

County Strengths:
On at least 1 occasion, t he county provided updated informat ion from
t heir investigative to the CAC physician for consideration.

•

County Weaknesses:
o The initial contact was made by LCCYS, t he informat ion or record was
not requested by CCCYS nor was the information contained in t he CPS
invest igative file.
0

o

were not
requested or obtained to determine t he accuracy of t he statements
provided.
Supplemental re port stated
CCCYS did not discuss t his with t he county agency
of custody for verification. CCCYS did not discuss t his re ported concern
with the biological mother who made t he statement to obtain
additional informat ion . CCCYS did not d iscuss t his with t he AP if t here
were other inju ries while the VC was in her care. Medical records
regarding the injuries were not requested . Additional information of
t hese in ·uries were documented in the CAC re ort t hat t he occurred:

o

o

o

I n ormation obtained during a phone call by the CCCYS caseworker
with. as a collateral contact differs from the discussion t hat t he
supervisor and caseworker had specific to how the child may have
been inju red. The phone call and case staffing took place within five
m inutes and documented one of t hem incorrect ly.
File did not contain documentation in a case note t hat t he collateral
contact with t he homeowner occurred, as discussed in the record t hat
t he caseworker will interview the homeowner. A subsequent supervisor
review note did reflect that the interview did occur, however t he file
did not contain t his documentation .
No EMS report was obtained.
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o

o
o
o
o

•

CAC Child Protection Team Consult report was obtained, but there was
no request made for the VC’s full medical records from the hospital in
relation to this incident.
Photos of the injuries were not contained in the file.
Follow-up with medical consult at the CAC was done after the case was
unfounded.
The agency did not follow-up on additional communication and
information provided from the CAC physician.
The interview of the AP, witnesses, and collaterals were all completed
via telephone. CCCYS did not interview the sibling of the VC. LCCYS
did interview the VC’s sibling but that information was not obtained
until 26 days after the incident.

Statutory and Regulatory Areas of Non-Compliance by the County Agency.
o NERO has noted concerns regarding the compliance of CCCYS with
statutes and regulations associated with the assessment of the
investigation regarding interviews, required notifications, safety
assessment, and comprehensive risk assessments. These areas of
non-compliance will be addressed through the issuance of a licensing
inspection summary for violations of Chapters 3130, 3490, and the
Child Protective Services Law.

Department of Human Services Recommendations:
It is recommended that counties conducting Child Protective Services
investigations, including near fatality cases, where a child’s history and service
delivery is in another county, they should conduct a formal case review/discussion
with the county of custody to ensure pertinent information is shared /obtained. This
information may be critical to the investigation outcome and further case decisions.
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